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This manuscript presents observations of air quality and meteorological parameters including ground level data and vertical profiles. Those measurements were used to analyze emissions and atmospheric processes that had significant impacts on PM2.5 air quality during the study period. The topic is relevant to ACP. The approach and applied methods are largely valid. The scientific contribution is good. However, the presentation has room for improvement. My comments and suggestions are listed
Response: We thank the referee for the comments which help us improve the quality of our manuscript. We address the reviewer’s comments below.

1. Abstract. The last sentence is unclear, “Further vertical observations are needed to investigate the pollutants transport especially during the explosive increase pollution episode.” 1) if you recommend that others should use vertical methods, it could read: Future studies may consider including vertical observations to aid investigation of pollutant transport especially during episodic events of rapidly increasing concentrations, or 2) if you believe that what you have done in this study is not enough, it could read: Vertical observations beyond those explored in this study may be necessary to investigate pollutant transport, especially during episodic events of rapidly increasing concentrations.

Response: This sentence is to recommend that others should use vertical methods. We have corrected as the reviewer suggested.

2. Section 3.1, “Period 1 (October 27th to November 2nd) and period 2 (November 3rd to November 12th) were defined to represent the periods before and during the APEC summit.” Given that “Three pollution episodes were selected to discuss the pollution characteristics during the observation (Fig. S3): Episode 1 (October 27th to November 1st) represents the period before the emission control. Episode 2 (November 2nd to 5th) was the first pollution episode during the emission control plan. Episode 3 (November 6th to 11th) was the second pollution episode during the emission control plan.” (pg 7, L10) and “Summit held in Beijing from November 5th to 11th, 2014. A strict air pollution control plan was carried out in the BTH Region to improve air quality in Beijing from November 2nd to 11th for APEC” (pg 4, L3), the selection of Period 1 and Period 2 seem to be rather arbitrary and confusing. I suggest using “Episode 1 and Episodes 2 and 3 combined” and define the three episodes at the beginning of section 3.1.
Response: First, the control plan started from November 3rd instead of November 2nd. We apologize for this typo. To address the comment by the reviewer, we removed the definition of “period 1” and “period 2” from the manuscript and only discuss the characteristics changes before and after control. As suggested by the reviewer, we defined the three episodes at the beginning of section 3.1.

3. Pg 8, L13, “The high level of PM2.5 is typical in Beijing during the autumn.” Please provide the average PM2.5 concentration during this episode.

Response: The average concentration of PM2.5 reached to $140 \mu g/m^3$. It has been added in the article as the reviewer suggested.

4. Pg 9, L14, this paragraph seems to be less relevant; it could be better placed in the Supplemental Information.

Response: We agree. It has been placed in the Supplemental Information.

5. Pg 9, L23, “For episode 1, the regional component accounted for 75%”, did you mean, “For episode 1, the regional component accounted for 75% of PM2.5 mass concentration observed in Beijing”?

Response: yes, to be more accurate, we mean the regional component accounted for 75% of PM2.5 mass concentration observed at Liulihe site. We have corrected in the article.

6. Pg 9, L27, “After that vertical wind direction kept downward and promoted the pollutants accumulation, especially SNA.” It is uncommon to have a prolonged period and/or a wide spread of downward winds that will result in great changes in atmospheric pressure. The authors may need to provide more data to support this claim or clarify where the downward winds were and for how long.

Response: Both the atmosphere pressure and wind speed decreased from October 30th to November 1st (as shown in Figure R1). This indicates that Liulihe site was probably in the rear of cold anticyclone. The steady weather conditions promoted the
accumulation of air pollutants. Meanwhile, the vertical downward wind was unfavorable for pollutants dispersion. Weather Research & Forecasting Model (WRF) modeling results also show the whole region was under control of weak downward wind from late night on October 30th. (Figure R2, modeling parameters are provided in supplemental information). As a whole, the pollutants were easily accumulated. We agree that “After that vertical wind direction kept downward and promoted the pollutants accumulation, especially SNA” is a little arbitrary. So we have corrected this statement as well as the discussion in page 9, line 7. The atmosphere pressure figure and regional wind vertical speed figure have been added to the supplemental information.

7. Pg 11, L18, “Concentrations of BC, a marker of vehicular emission in urban settings, had two peaks every day. One was in the early morning and another was in the morning rush hour of 9:00am.” The second peak in BC concentrations (blue line in Fig 11) seems to be near noon, please clarify.

Response: we check the data and confirm that the second peak is actually at 10:00-11:00am. The second peak might be resulted from vehicles from outside coming into Beijing. Vehicles not registered in Beijing are banned to come into Beijing in the rush hour (7:00 am to 9:00 am), which reduces the morning peaks and smoothes the traffic flow. The vehicles coming into Beijing reach a peak after morning rush hour (http://wenku.baidu.com/link?url=SjtPVT1tgo4ON0KDQ5py8ehw1ZAzUr3k0mSd74D3F-81OQZPPvedZiro6E5-MOeFFuww7VZjy3XwRqfU-mHXkg0_8kSy5p9FGyokfrFZX0e). As a result, a second peak appeared in the late morning at Liulihe site where is close the entrance from Hebei Province into Beijing. We have corrected the discussion as suggested.

8. References were missing at times, e.g. pg 6, L9, HYSPLIT.


9. Figs 9e & 10e, legends seem to be missing.

Response: we have added the legends for the figures.

10. The use of English language is largely satisfactory. However, there are quite a few awkward sentences and word choices, some examples are listed below:

Response: We have carefully checked the article and polished the sentences. In addition, a copy-editing team will further help to improve the language after the manuscript is accepted for publication at ACP.

1) Pg 5, L25, it could read, “Vertical wind profiles indicate the transport direction. Vertical RH profiles reflect the strength of heterogeneous reaction at different layers.”

Response: we have corrected as the suggested.

2) Pg 7, L30, “10-day observation”, the entire observation seems to be either 16 days based on the three episodes (pg 7) or 17 days (“The field campaign was conducted from October 27th to November 12th, 2014.” pg 5, L1).

Response: we have corrected the description of observation days.
3) Pg 10, L23, it could read: “Dry and clean air mass from the north arrived in . . .”
Response: we have corrected as the suggestions.

4) The word “plan” could be omitted in “control plan” after the Introduction.
Response: we have corrected as the suggestions.

5) The use of the word “pollution” is unconventional at times, e.g. “It was also noticed that the pollution occurred when the emission control plan just started,” (pg 10, L31). Large cities like Beijing would not be free from air pollution, however, the extent of air pollution may vary. Please clarify the meaning of “pollution”.
Response: we check the article and clarify all the pollution might not be clear.

*Correct “large quantity of emissions has caused serious air pollution in China” (page 3, line 3) to “large quantity of emissions has caused serious particulate matter pollution in China.”

*Correct “The significantly reduced local emissions led to reduced complexity of pollution process” (page 4, line 15) to “The significantly reduced local emissions led to reduced complexity of particulate matter pollution process”.

*Correct “However, the general characteristics derived from ground-level observation are insufficient to identify the leading cause of air pollution, local emissions, regional transport, or both.” (page 8, line 4) to “However, the general characteristics derived from ground-level observation are insufficient to identify the leading cause of particulate matter pollution, local emissions, regional transport, or both.”.

*Replace the word “pollution” in the sentence “Rather than chemical reaction, aged aerosols settled down and had important contribution to the pollution in episode 2.” (page 10, line 24) to “high PM2.5 concentration”.

*Correct the sentence “Even when local emission control was conducted effectively, the uncontrolled regional emission still led to severe pollution in Beijing.” (page 10, line
29) to “Even when local emission control was conducted effectively, the uncontrolled regional emission still led to severe particulate matter pollution in Beijing.”.

*Correct the sentence “This study indicates that the meteorology condition on the ground sometime couldn’t explain the pollution process, especially the pollutions impacted by transport significantly.” (page 11, line 27) to “This study indicates that the meteorology condition on the ground sometime couldn’t explain the air pollution process, especially the air pollution episodes significantly impacted by regional transport of air pollutants”.

6) Throughout the manuscript, the word “kept” could be replaced by, for example, “continuously”, or “was retained”.

Response: we check the word in the article and replace some of them.

*We replace the “kept” in the sentence “it still kept in the southwest above 500m, indicating significant influence of regional transport.” (page 9, line 5) to “was retained”.

*We replace the “kept” in the sentence “RH was high, wind speed kept low and wind direction was dominated by southwest in the surface.” (page 9, line 22) to “was continuously”.

*We replace the “kept” in the sentence “In episode 2, pollutants left from episode 1 kept in the boundary layer in the region.” (page 12, line 4) to “was retained”.
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Fig. 1. Figure R1 Meteorology conditions on the ground during the observation at Liulihe site
Fig. 2. Figure R2 Regional wind vertical speed